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Blue Band / Product Name

Smart Stick® Two Speed Hand Blender

200 Watts of Power
Blends thick soups to smoothies effortlessly
or
Handles heavy and light ingredients with ease

Two Speeds
Handles all your food prep tasks
or
High and low speeds for tailored food prep

One-Touch Controls
Simply push a button to select your speed

Stainless Steel Blending Shaft
Reaches deep for complete blending
or
Removable shaft blends soups to smoothies

Effortless Cleanup
Dishwasher-safe blending shaft and beaker
or
Blending shaft removes easily and is dishwasher-safe

**SIDE PANEL**

**Optimal Power / Unbeatable Power**
200-watt motor handles everything from thick soups to smoothies.

or

From puréed winter soups to icy lemonade, the 200-watt motor handles any blending task.

**Select Your Speed / Low to High Speed**
High to low speed control tackles any food prep task.

or

Two speeds make blending anything from thick soups to chilled drinks effortless.

**Simple Operation**
One-touch push button controls for quick blending.

or

Blend quickly and easily with the touch of a button.

**Blends Right In / Blends In Any Container**
Stick design provides easy immersion blending in pots, pitchers, bowls, and more.

or

Efficient immersion blending – with no extra dishes to wash.
Easy to Clean / Dishwasher-Ready
Removable stainless steel blending shaft and mixing cup are dishwasher-safe.

or
Blending shaft and additional mixing cup are dishwasher-safe.

BACK PANEL

200-Watt Motor (not shown)
Powerful enough for every blending task

or
Blends thick soups to icy drinks

Two-Speed Control
Low to high blending

or
Blend low to high

Ergonomic Comfort Grip
More comfort and control

or
Designed for right and left-handed blending

One-Touch Operation
Change speed with the press of a button

or
Simple On/Off and Low/High selection
Removable Stainless Steel Shaft
Reaches deep for complete immersion blending
or
Thorougly blends ingredients right in pot, bowl, or pitcher

Mixing Cup / Measuring Cup
Measure accurately
or
For accurate food prep

Effortless Cleanup
Dishwasher-safe blending shaft and mixing cup